Abstract. The theoretical approach to consideration of the Hamiltonian with pairing forces using a technique of the finite boson representation is developed. It is shown that a simultaneous description of the pairing vibrational state in 56 Ni and the pairing rotational states with T =0 in the neighboring N = Z nuclei is possible if the pairing Hamiltonian takes into account only isovector monopole pairing. However, the calculated energies of the pairing rotational states of N = Z nuclei removed from 56 Ni by 12 and more nucleons exceed significantly the experimental values. The possible reason of this discrepancy is discussed.
Introduction
Pair correlations of nucleons in atomic nuclei play a decisive role in understanding of the excitation spectra of even-A nuclei, odd-even mass differences, moments of inertia of the well deformed nuclei and many other phenomena [1, 2, 3, 4] . Being applied to consideration of heavy nuclei with large differences in the numbers of neutrons and protons the theoretical technique has been developed to treat pair correlations in the system of a one kind of nucleons. However, an approach to treat pairing in the N≈Z nuclei should include into consideration not only neutron-neutron and proton-proton but also neutron-proton pairs. It means, that, in principle, both isovector T = 1 and isoscalar T = 0 pair correlations should be considered [5] .
As it is well known the spin-triplet channel of the neutron-proton interaction is attractive and more strong than the identical nucleon interaction. Nevertheless, nuclei observed in nature favor isovector monopole pairing [6, 7] . It has been suggested that the explanation of the suppressed spin-triplet pairing is the presence of the strong nuclear spin-orbit field [8] .
To clarify further a question of competetion of the spin-singlet and spin-triplet pairing we suggest to consider the relative binding energies of the α-particle type nuclei. Their binding can be influenced not only by the n-n and p-p pairing correlations but also by the deutron-type correlations [6, 7, 8] .
The existence of the α-like quartets in nuclei is an old problem [9] which was investigated with different intensities for many years. One of the questions under investigations is an existence of α-type condensate in the ground states of nuclei [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . The Quartet Condensate Model was proposed for studing of the isovector pairing and quarteting correlations in N=Z nuclei [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . The boson approximation technique has been applied to description of the pairing and quarteting correlations [24] .
The fact that α-particle nuclei present an interesting region of investigation for clarification of the relative role of isovector and isoscalar pairing has been discussed in [25] where it was shown that α-particle transfer takes advantage of both the isovector and isoscalar terms of the residual interaction.
In the present paper we consider a possibility to clarify a relative role of the isoscalar pairing considering on the same footing two types of collective states generated by pair correlation: pairing rotational and pairing vibrational states. Following a discussion above we restrict our consideration by the α-particle type nuclei.
As it follows from the collective model of pairing correlations [26, 27, 28, 29 ] the energies of the states of the pairing rotational bands formed by the sequence of the N=Z double magic nucleus plus (minus) n α-particles are determined by the corresponding inertia parameter. The expression for this parameter derived for the case when several pairing modes are realized in a nucleus, including both isoscalar and isovector pair correlations, takes the form [30, 31, 32] 
where B is a mass parameter and |∆ J T | 2 is a mean square value of the pairing correlation function for pairing interaction with different isospin and angular momentum. Thus, different pairing type modes contribute into the inertia parameter of pairing rotations. Therefore, differences in the energies of the ground states of nuclei forming pairing rotational band give us an integral information on several pairing modes.
In contrast to pairing rotations a concrete pairing vibrational state is related mainly to the concrete pairing vibrational mode: isovector with J=0 or isoscalar with different J. For instance, the well known pairing vibrational 0 + states of 56 Ni with excitation energy E * =5.004 MeV [33] is excited in 58 Ni(p,t) and 54 Fe( 3 He,n) reactions. It indicates that this state is generated by isovector monopole pairing. However, a mixing of the vibrational states of different origin can not be excluded. The situation is similar to the one related to the ground state rotational band and nuclear shape vibrational states. The ground state moment of inertia contains effects of both quadrupole and octupole deformations, however, quadrupole and octupole vibrational states can be distinguished by their electromagnetic transition properties, although double octupole vibrational states have I π = 0 + as the β-vibrational states. This means that if it is possible to describe both the energies of the pairing rotational and pairing vibrational excitations based on the Hamiltonian with isovector monopole pairing only, then other pairing modes do not play an essential role. The opposite situation will indicate on importance of the other pairing modes. We mention, however, that an interpretation of the results of calculations discussed above can be complicated by a possible coupling of the pairing vibrational states generated by different pairing modes. In this case mixing of different pairing modes and a level repulsion which follows from this can complicate interpretation of the results of calculations. We don't consider such a possibility in this paper.
The aim of the present paper is to develop a theoretical approach for consideration of the Hamiltonian with the pairing forces using a technique of the finite boson representation of the bifermion operators. Then, restricting a consideration by the isovector monopole pairing forces, to construct the collective Hamiltonian describing dynamics of the isovector pairing mode and to calculate the excitation spectra of the pairing rotational and vibrational states with T =0 and J π = 0 + in nuclei around double magic 56 Ni and 100 Sn.
Pairing interaction and the boson representation of the bifermion operators
We restrict our consideration, for simplicity, by the Hamiltonian with a constant pairing
where
The pair creation operator (A
Above T and τ denote isospin and its projection. Of course single particle states are characterized not only by the angular momentum j and its projection m. However, for compactness, we did't indicate above the other quantum numbers. In our case this does not create any misunderstanding. Thus, only interaction between nucleons occupying the same single particle states is taken into account in the Hamiltonian (2). We don't consider isoscalar pairing interaction of nucleons occupying single particle states belonging to the spin-orbit doublets because of the large difference in their single particle energies.
For consideration of the pairing interaction it is convenient to distinguish single particle levels located below and above Fermi level. The former ones are denoted as j − and the later ones as j + . After introduction of the particle and hole creation and annihilation operators
we obtain that
wherẽ
Finally, the Hamiltonian (2) takes the form
where the constant term is omitted. We use below Dyson type boson representation of the bifermion operators [30] . This boson representation is finite. Thus, there is no problem which appears if infinite boson expansions are used. However, Dyson type boson representation don't keep hermiticity relations if the standard boson metric is used. In principle, this problem can be resolved as it is discussed shortly below.
In order to have in the Hamiltonian the boson terms in degrees not higher than four we use below slightly different boson images for particle and hole creation and annihilation bifermion operators
Here boson operators b
Comparing the equations (12) and (13) or (14) and (15) we see that in the usual boson metric in which the scalar product of the boson operators is determined by the expression
where α ≡ j, m, t, the boson images of the operators in (12) and (13) or (14) and (15) are not connected by the operation of the Hermitian conjugation. In practice, it does not introduces principle complexities, since the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are real if other approximations are not done. A transition to the boson representation keeping hermiticity relations in the usual boson metric can be realized using some nonunitary transformationÛ which keeps, however, boson commutation relations. The new boson representation looks as
where the operatorÛ is related to the metric operatorF
Here the operatorF determines the new boson metric
so that the hermiticity relation
is kept. AboveÔ D is a Dyson type boson image of the bifermion operator. Let us introduce boson operators with the well defined angular momentum and isospin
It follows from (17) that
In terms of these operators the Hamiltonian takes the form
and
). However, it does not changes the commutation relations.
Isovectors monopole pairing and the corresponding collective Hamiltonian
In this section we restrict our considaration by the isovector monopole pairing and keep in the Hamiltonian (25) only boson operators with T = 1 and J = 0. The Hamiltonian contains second order H 2 and fourth order H 4 terms in boson creation and annihilation operators. Our following task is to determined the isovector pairing collective mode and construct the corresponding collective Hamiltonian. Of course a separation of the collective part from the total Hamiltonian is an approximation. However, large strength of the two-nucleon transfer between the ground states of the even-even means that the assumption of the leading role of the collective mode for the energies of the low-lying states and the two-nucleon transfer has some physical grounds. The use of the boson representation significantly simplify a separation of the collective mode.
In order to determine a collective isovector monopole mode we apply a standard procedure of RPA, i.e. we diagonalize the quadratic in bosons part of the Hamiltonian. As a result we obtain an expression of this part of the Hamiltonian in terms of operators which are linear combinations of the noncollective boson operators:
Depending on the strength of the pair correlations there are two possibilities. The first one corresponds to the case of absence of the static pair correlations. In this case we can use both: phonon creation and annihilation operators or the collective coordinate and momentum operators. In the second case, when the strength of the pair correlations is sufficiently large only collective coordinate and momentum operators can be used to diagonalize the quadratic in b +00 1τ (j ± ), b 00 1τ (j ± ) part of the Hamiltonian. Along with the operators describing the collective isovector monopole mode the diagonalization procedure generate also operators describing noncollective modes. We don't keep them in the Hamiltonian, thus separating collective Hamiltonian from the total one. 
Since we have both pair addition and pair removal modes the coordinate z 1τ is complex. Coefficients w j ± and v j ± are determined by diagonalization procedure which put the quadratic in bosons part of the hamiltonian H 2 in the form:
The coefficients B and C will be found below. The coefficient C can be positive or negative. The last case corresponds to the absence of the static pair correlations. From the requirements
we obtain the following orthonormalization relations
Finally, we get the following results. The quantities C/4B ≡ γ and λ are the solutions of the following equations
The inertia coefficient B is not determined by diagonalization because the scale of the collective coordinate is free since the coordinate z 1τ is not related to any observable. The expressions for the coefficients w j ± and v j ± are given in Appendix A1.
Collective Hamiltonian in terms of coordinates and conjugate momenta
Since our consideration is rather qualitative because of the schematic form of the residual interaction the calculations below are performed with some additional approximation. Since the coefficient S − , which is given by the difference of the sums over j + single particle levels and j − levels, is much smaller then S + we assume further that S − = 0. Then W = 0, and
In this approximation a second multiplier in the last line of (25) is proportional to z 1τ
By analogy with the assumption S − = 0 we neglect below the following coefficients, which are also given by the differences of the sums over j + and j − , assuming that they are equal to zero:
Taking the approximation S − = 0 and (37) we assume, in fact, that the spectra of the collective states generated by particle addition mode are coincide with those generated by particle removal mode. In other words, comparing the results of calculations with the experimental data we should take for comparison the average spectra of double magic nucleus plus and minus of n pairs of nucleons.
Finally, in addition to the quadratic in the collective coordinates and momenta part of the collective Hamiltonian we obtain the following expression for the anharmonic part of the Hamiltonian which contains fourth order in collective operators terms:
In order to analyze the potential energy it is convenient to separate in z 1τ the variables related to isospin rotational invariance and gauge invariance [26] :
is the Wigner function and ψ 1 , ψ 2 and ψ 3 are Euler angles in isospace. Angle φ is related to the particle number operatorN
where A 0 is the number of nucleons in the basic double magic nucleus like 56 Ni or 100 Sn. The fact that there are in total six collective variables and that a transformation depends on four angular variables, suggests that there exists the intrinsic system in which deformation is characterized by only two parameters. The value of ∆ characterizes the strength of the pair correlations and θ characterizes their isospin structure, however, in the intrinsic isospace.
The expression for the conjugate momentum is given in Appendix A2 [31, 28] . Substituting the expressions (39) and (A.6) into (29) and (38) we obtain the collective Hamiltonian in terms of the variable z 1µ .
The potential energy V depends on two invariants with respect to rotations in isospace and gauge space ∆ 2 and ∆ 4 cos 2 2θ:
As it is shown in [31] the collective wave function is determined in the domain 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π once it is known in 0 ≤ θ ≤ potential has a minimum at θ=0.
Collective states with T =0
As it is indicated in the Introduction we restrict our consideration by the states with isospin T =0. In this case we can omit the isospin operators in the expression for p + 1µ constructing the collective Hamiltonian in terms of coordinates z 1µ and conjugate momentum p 1µ . We assume also that θ-mode is rigid enough and we can put θ=0 in the expression for the potential energy and p 1µ . Approximately, θ-motion can be described as the harmonic vibrations around θ=0. These vibrations are quite rigid in the case of the static pair correlations or in the transition region where mean square value of ∆ is large enough. Thus, we put θ=0 in the expressions for the inertia coefficients for ∆-vibrations and pairing rotations.
As the result we obtain the following expression for that part of the collective Hamiltonian (H 2 + H 4 ) (35) and (43) which contains the collective momentum
We see from (42) that the inertia coefficient for ∆-vibrations and pairing rotations depends on ∆. The relation (33) and the approximate relations S − =0 and (37) means that the sums over j + single particle states and those taken over j − states are approximately equal to each other. Below we consider the sets of nuclei around the double magic ones or with closed subshells whose pairing collective states can be considered based on the approach developed above. In all cases considered below the set of j + or j − single particle states consists in one single particle level. Thus, the sums in (A.4), (41) and (43) are reduced to one term.
It is convenient to introduce the new variable x instead of ∆ which are connected by the relation
and to exclude from the Schrödinger equation the first derivative. As a result, the collective Hamiltonian with the kinetic energy term (42) and the potential energy (41) is presented as
Above d = G 1 (2j + 1)/2|E j − λ| where j denote the single particle level which exhaust the set of j + or j − single particle states. 
Solution of the Schrödinger equation for T =0 states
In order to answer the question formulated in the Introduction: is it possible to describe both the energies of the pairing rotational and pairing vibrational states basing on the Hamiltonian including only monopole isovector pairing forces, we consider nuclei around 56 Ni where there are necessary experimental data.
For comparison of the results of calculations with the experimental data the experimental energies have to be reduced to quantities which can be directly compared with the model predictions. For this, we subtract from the empirical binding energies those contributions which derive from sources other than the isovector monopole pairing correlations [32] . For nuclei around a basic nucleus with A = A 0 and Z = Z 0 we define the quantity
where B exp (A, Z, i) is the experimental binding energy associated with ith J π = 0 + state with isospin T =0. The quantities without index i belong to the ground state. The quantity B LD (A, Z) is defined by the liquid drop mass formula which looks for the states with T =0 as
The parameter b vol is fixed so that E(A 0 −4, Z 0 −2, gs) = E(A 0 + 4, Z 0 + 2, gs) [33] . The results for E(A, Z, gs) obtained according to (46) with A 0 = 56 and Z 0 =28 for nuclei with 20≤ A ≤ 128 are presented in Fig.1 . All energies are given in MeV. In the case of nuclei around 100 Sn where the experimental data on the binding energies are absent we have used the results of calculations presented in [34] .
As it is seen in Fig.1 Fig.2 . The value of G 1 has been fixed to reproduce the excitation energy of the pairing vibrational state of 56 Ni at 5.00 MeV. Assuming commonly accepted nucleon number dependence of G 1 [35] this value corresponds to G 1 = 14.4/A MeV. The parameter d, which characterize the ratio of the pairing strength constant to the single particle shell gap at the number of nucleons equal to 28, is determined using the value of the shell gap given by the Woods-Saxon potential. This gives d=0.6. minimum of the collective potential shifts from zero to the nonzero value of ∆. A degree of agreement with the experimental data remains, practically, the same.
Similar calculations performed for nuclei around 28 Si, where the excited pairing vibrational state is known in 32 16 S at excitation energy 5.14 MeV, also reproduce the ratio of the ground state energy of 32 S, which is the energy of the first excited state of the pairing rotational band based on 28 Si, to the energy of the pairing vibrational state of 32 S. In this case the values of G 1 and d have been determined basing on the values of these parameters in 56 Ni and using the A-dependence of G 1 and the single particle energy gap at Z = A/2=14. Thus, our calculations don't indicate on the presence of the isoscalar pairing.
At the same time we see in Fig.2 that the calculated energies of the states of the pairing rotational band formed by the lowest 0 + states with increasing values of N exceed significantly the corresponding experimental values starting from N=6. This situation is similar to that discussed by Bohr and Mottelson [36] in connection with the states of high angular momentum I in the long rotational bands. It was indicated that with increase of I the possible occurrence of closed shells in a selected region of I would lead to lowering of the yrast line and the enhancement of stability. In our case the number of added or removed α-clusters play the role of the angular momentum in gauge space, and the neighboring minima of E(A, Z, gs) are seen clearly in Fig 1. Another source of the problem indicated above could be the following. Starting from the values of N=6 and 8 determined relative to 56 Ni it becomes unclear should these states be considered as belonging to the family of the pairing rotational states based on 56 Ni or they should be considered as pairing rotational states based on 28 Si or 80 Zr. The calculated value of the energy of the state with N=8, determined relative to 56 Ni, is 18.2 MeV. Let us consider this state as based on 80 Zr. As it is seen in Fig. 1 
Conclusion
The theoretical approach for a treatment of the Hamiltonian with the pairing forces using a technique of the finite boson representation of the bifermion operators is developed. Restricting a consideration by the isovector monopole pairing forces the excitation spectra of the pairing rotational and vibrational states with T =0 and J π = 0 + in nuclei around double magic 56 Ni and 100 Sn are calculated. The calculations don't indicate on the necessity of introduction of the isoscalar pairing. It is also seen from the results of calculations that the calculated energies of the states of the pairing rotational bands formed by the nuclear ground states significantly exceed at large values of N the experimental data. A possible reason of this can be an effect of the subshell closing in neighboring nuclei in which the quantity E(A, Z, gs) has minima. In the case of 56 Ni it can be an effect of the subshell closing in 28 Si and 80 Zr.
Appendix A.1. Microscopic structure of the collective operators
The expressions for the coefficients determining microscopic structure of the collective operators: 
